Access:

The public is welcome to visit the Lions Camp Pride property From September 1
through May 31 of the calendar year during daylight hours. The general public is not
permitted to visit outside of these dates. Visitors are permitted access to trails, open
land and roadways. Visitors are expected to refrain from entering any structures our
touching and equipment or vehicles. Parking is available at the large parking lot at the
entrance to camp.
Recreation:

The camp is open to the public for low-impact activities such as hiking and nature
study. Any activity that causes disturbance or harm to the area and its inhabitants is
not permitted. Visitor facilities are not provided. There are no bathrooms, no drinking
water and no picnic tables. Visitors must leave with everything they come with. “Pack
in, pack out.”
Hiking
Hiking is permitted on designated trails only.
Skiing
Cross-county skiing is permitted on designated trails when there is minimum of 2
inches of snow base.
Cycling, Mountain Biking
Bicycles are permitted on developed trails and roadways only.
Motorized vehicles
Motorized vehicles are prohibited beyond the designated parking area at the entrance
of camp. ATVs, dirt bikes and similar vehicles are prohibited.
Hunting and Fishing
Hunting and shing are only permitted with permission of Lions Camp Pride
Management and is subject to all State of New Hampshire regulations.
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Camping
Camping is not allowed.

Collecting
Collecting of biotic and abiotic materials of any kind is prohibited. This includes but is
not limited to animals, insects, leaves, owers, fruit, mushrooms, feathers, rocks,
wood, and so forth. Visitors should “take only photographs, leave only footprints”.
Domestic animals:
Dogs are permitted, but must be leashed whenever another visitor is met. Visitors must
pick up after their dogs and remove all droppings from the property. All other domestic
animals are prohibited. Horseback riding is prohibited.
Research:

Lions Camp Pride encourages the use of its property for scienti c research, provided
such research does not negatively impact the ecological health of the resource.
Interested parties must contact Lions Camp Pride sta to propose research and secure
documented permission to proceed. Copies of publications, posters and other
products of the research project must be provided to Lions Camp Pride in a timely
manner upon completion of the project. Under no circumstances should the locations
of state-listed rare, threatened or endangered species be published or disclosed in
posters, lectures or other presentations.
Other considerations:
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Visitors assume their own risk on entering the camp property.
Dumping of plant material, soil, trash, litter and debris of any kind is prohibited.
The placement or release of any animals or eggs is prohibited.
Visitors should report violations, maintenance issues or other management problems to
Lions Camp Pride sta .

